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Introduction
Shopfronts are important to the character and appearance of our towns and villages. They
can greatly contribute to our sense of place, nurturing a quality retailing environment that
attracts shoppers, visitors and businesses to the area. North Ayrshire has early examples
of shopfronts and these are important for preserving our built heritage and maintaining
links with the past.
An improved retailing environment can:


enhance the historic character of our towns and villages



improve the perception of our towns and villages as places to visit, live, work and do
business



increase retail activity

Poor quality shopfront alterations can erode the architectural merit of individual buildings
and the townscape qualities of a street or Conservation Area. Through this guidance,
North Ayrshire Council seeks to encourage the best practice in shopfront design.

The Cross, Beith
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Purpose
The purpose of this Design Guidance is to highlight principles of good shopfront design
and to encourage applicants to sympathetically restore, change or build new shopfronts.
The Design Guidance, however, does not remove the need for qualified professional
advice.
This guidance complements and expands on the relevant planning policies of the North
Ayrshire Local Development Plan. It should be read in conjunction with other Council
planning guidance, where appropriate. While each planning application will be considered
on its own merits, the guidance will be used to assess all planning applications for
shopfronts within North Ayrshire, regardless of location and intended use.

Planning Consents
The following planning consents may need to be obtained from North Ayrshire Council
prior to commencing works to a shopfront:


Planning Permission is required where a proposal is considered to affect the
character or external appearance of a building. For example, the replacement of
windows and doors, making window or door openings, the installation of security
grilles, shutters, new fascia or elevational details.



Listed Building Consent is required in addition to planning permission where the
shopfront forms part of a Listed Building and the works would affect the character of
the building.



Advertisement Consent may be required for the replacement of signs and adverts.
On business premises, it is not always necessary to obtain advertisement consent,
subject to meeting certain criteria. Some types of illuminated signs require
advertisement consent.

Application forms and details of application fees can be found at
https://eplanning.scotland.gov.uk. You can also make applications online or by post.
Please note that a Building Warrant may be required from the Council to ensure building
works are structurally sound and in accordance with building standards.

Contact Us
North Ayrshire Council strongly encourages pre-application discussions to enable, as
far as possible, the potential issues associated with a proposal to be identified and
resolved at an early stage. Such discussions can greatly benefit both applicants and the
Council, improving certainty as well as saving time and costs in the planning process.
Our contact details are provided below, if you wish to obtain further advice about this
guidance or to arrange pre-application discussions:
By phone: 01294 324319
By email: e-planning@north-ayrshire.gov.uk
In person or by post: Planning Services, North Ayrshire Council, Cunninghame House,
Irvine, KA12 8EE
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Poor Shopfront Design
Recent decades have seen an increase of unsympathetic shopfronts that do not respect
the building and wider streetscape. Common elements of poor shopfront design include
oversized fascias of poor detail and quality, no consideration of proportion, solid faced
security shutters often with projecting boxes, non-traditional canopies, excessive lettering
and signage. These elements should be avoided by new or replacement shopfronts.

Elements of poor
design include
Oversized fascias
with poor detail &
quality
Solid faced
security shutters
with projecting
boxes




Main Street, Beith - RPP Photograph

These elements should be avoided by new or
replacement shopfronts
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Good Shopfront Design Principles:
The following principles provide a useful starting point when considering any new or
replacement shopfronts.

The Streetscene
Shopfront designs should not detract from the character and amenity of the streetscene
and existing buildings. Proportions, materials and details should sympathetically respect
the original rhythm, character and hierarchy of existing buildings along the street.

The Building as a Whole
In addition to the above, careful consideration should be given as to how the shopfront
design would affect the character of the whole building, and adjoining buildings.
The shopfront should complement the character and proportions of the upper floors of the
building and should not be designed in isolation.
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Contemporary Design
It is not the intention of this guidance to discourage innovative design. Where a
contemporary design is proposed, this must be sensitive to the building and contribute
positively to the street scene. Careful consideration should be given to proportions,
materials and detailing to ensure a design of the highest quality.
This is particularly important within Conservation Areas or where the proposals affect a
historic or Listed Building. In such cases, the Council will generally encourage the
restoration of historic shopfronts where these exist or the reinstatement of a traditional
framework and period features where there is firm evidence of these. Where no firm
evidence exists, the Council may consider more contemporary designs.

The Bean & Leaf, The Promenade, Largs
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Traditional Shopfronts
Traditional shopfronts provide towns with a sense of local identity and make significant
contributions to the character of our townscapes.
Many traditional shopfronts can be repaired as these were often designed to high
standards using quality durable materials. Original features can often be uncovered when
removing modern alterations and these can add interest and variety to the streetscape.
The repair and reinstatement of these features will be encouraged in line with good
conservation principles.

Main Street, Largs – before/after

Saltcoats Town Hall – before/after
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Elements of a Traditional Shopfront
Traditional shopfronts contain architectural elements that will vary depending on the age of
the property, the style of the building together with other influences such as local skills and
fashions at that time. The drawing below indicates the elements of a typical Victorian
shopfront which are derived from classical architecture and proportions. Many of these
features will be evident in shopfronts of other architectural periods and modern shopfronts
often utilise these classical principles.
The Council will aim to promote the sensitive repair or reinstatement of these elements
particularly where a proposal lies within a Conservation Area or affects a Listed Building.

Elements of a Traditional Shopfront
1. Blind Box for Traditional Awning
2. Cornice
3. Fascia
4. Console Bracket
5. Fanlight
6. Pilaster

7. Plinth
8. Stallriser
9. Inner Shop Door with Gunstock Stiles
10. Outer Timber Panelled Storm Door
11. Storm Door to Close.
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Fascia Boards
The fascia is used to provide a space to
display the name of the shop or business.

the shop and the upper floors of the
building.

Fascia boards should respect the original
depth and be of appropriate proportion to
the building and shopfront. They should
be designed to suit an individual
shopfront and not extend across more
than one building. Victorian fascias were
typically more ornate and may have been
surrounded with architectural detail.

Fascias are often contained within
pilasters and capital or console brackets.
These architectural features combine to
‘frame’ the shopfront.

The fascia should not excessively project
into the street in a box-like fashion. The
most successful fascia boards are those
capped with a projected moulded cornice
and architrave which provide a proper
architectural division between the top of

Fascia boards should not be fitted where
they will conceal any original architectural
features. Many such features are
preserved underneath large modern
fascias and these should be exposed
where possible.
Buildings which were not designed for
commercial use should not have a fascia
added. In these cases it may be
appropriate for the lettering to be
embossed.

Walker Hall, Kilbirnie showing embossed lettering
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Console Bracket
A decorative feature used to signify the end of one shop and the beginning of another.
These may be classically inspired however many modern stylised examples exist. The
bracket is usually located beneath the cornice level and above pilasters.

Cornice
The cornice is usually located below the window sill of the first floor and provides a natural
separation between the first and ground floors. They also serve the function of shedding
water from above. Fascias are generally located beneath this level.

Stallrisers and Pilasters
Stallrisers provide a solid base which protects a shopfront from kicks and scrapes. This
element is important for the proportion of the shopfront and allows the display of goods
closer to waist, rather than foot height. The height of a stallriser will vary depending on the
shop however new stallrisers must be respectful to the proportions of the building.
Pilasters are slim columns at either extremity of the shopfront that project slightly from the
wall. These provide important vertical boundaries and a separation between shopfronts.
Stallrisers and pilasters can take a variety of forms - they can be panelled, fluted, plain or
moulded. They can also be applied in a variety of materials such as stone, timber, render,
slate, polished marble, granite or metal, subject to context.

Main Street, Largs

Console Bracket/Pilaster
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Awnings

Ironmongery

Awnings are designed to protect shop
goods from sunlight and provide
shoppers with a degree of protection from
inclement weather. Traditional awnings
were single, flat, sheet type blinds that
were fitted either within a blind box above
or below the fascia or within an integral
blind box hidden behind the fascia
incorporated into the shopfront design.
Where practical, the awning should not
extend across pilasters and where
original awning fixtures exist, these
should be retained and refurbished.

Traditional ironmongery such as door
handles, letterboxes, ventilation grilles
and window fittings are often overlooked,
however, these contribute to the
character of a shopfront and should be
retained and refurbished.

Shop Windows & Doors
The style of shop windows and doors are an important consideration to the overall
composition of a shopfront. The subdivision should be appropriate to the age and style of
the building. Pre-1830s shops will have smaller multiple panes. From the 1840s onwards
there was a move to larger panes formed in plate glass. These were initially divided
horizontally before graduating to larger expanses.

Eglinton Street, Beith – RPP Photograph
Georgian and Victorian shops often have a set of storm doors leading to an inner lobby.
The inner shop doors were usually glazed to allow natural light and visibility for customers
entering and leaving. Edwardian shops sometimes adopted curved glass at shop
entrances which created bell-shaped lobbies. Historic doors are usually of a higher quality
hardwood and should be retained or refurbished where possible.
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Materials:
Natural Stone
Natural stone is considered an appropriate material for pilasters and stallrisers where the
overall facade is of significance and the upper floor facade is in stone. This is particularly
the case on listed buildings. Within natural stone shopfronts, traditional hardwood window
and door frames are often considered appropriate.
Glossy or reflective materials such as uPVC are generally not accepted on Listed
Buildings and within Conservation Areas. Matt painted timber gives a high quality
appearance and allows a great deal of creativity and individuality to be applied. Ceramic
tiles on pilasters, cement render and mirrored glass are examples of materials that are
considered inappropriate on traditional frontages. Ceramic tiles may, in certain
circumstances, be permitted on stallrisers.
Where sandstone frontages remain unpainted or otherwise treated, their retention is
supported. Shopfront repairs should always be undertaken using materials that are
traditional or complimentary to the building as a whole. Appropriate stonework repairs
should include the use of lime pointing and indenting using a matching stone compatible
with the existing. Expert advice from a qualified professional should always be sought prior
to undertaking any repair. The use of cement pointing and rendering will be harmful to the
stonework and should be avoided. Repairs to existing cement render will be considered
where it is not possible to remove this without causing damage to the stonework beneath.

Paints and Varnishes
Stonework that is currently bare should not be painted as this may be harmful to the stone,
however, the use of breathable mineral paints may be considered in certain circumstances
where the shopfront is in poor condition.
Traditionally, woodwork was usually painted, although varnishes may have existed where
high quality timbers were used. It is generally not appropriate to varnish modern composite
materials or softwoods. A gloss or semi-gloss paint rather than a matt finish should be
used.

Ayr – RPP Photograph
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Signage and Advertisements
Carefully designed signs can enhance the quality of a shopfront. Signage should be
discreet and attractive. Signs above fascia level or on gables will be discouraged unless of
exceptional quality or historically appropriate. Fascias that run continuously over several
shopfronts should be avoided, and their subdivision into individual elements considered.
Where a fascia board is not available, individual lettering can be placed directly on the
building, but again this must be of appropriate size and design and the non-ferrous fixings
should not damage the building.
Promotions, special offers, services and so on should be placed in window displays rather
than additional bolted-on signs.
The sensitive use of window decals will also be encouraged to enable the amount of
information on fascias to be minimised – the business, name, trade or service should be all
that is on the fascia. Additional details, such as contact phone numbers and other services
can be provided on window decals. Excessive display of acrylic or plastic window stickers
can visually over dominate the streetscene and should, therefore, be avoided.




The height of lettering should be proportional to the depth of the fascia. The appropriate
use of hand-painted lettering on fascias and/or individual mounted 3D moulded letters will
be encouraged.
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Non-timber fascia panels, whether G.R.P. or Perspex should have a matt, non-reflective
finish. The panel trim should be the same colour or complementary colour to the panel.
Plain panels should be used without extraneous logos, underlining or embellishments.
Discreet logos may be permitted in certain circumstances.
For traditional shopfronts, letter faces considered appropriate for use are those derived
from a classical style with serifs. This is considered to be historically accurate lettering in
view of our towns’ Victorian heritage. Multi-coloured letters are not acceptable and matt,
non-reflective lettering should be used.
Traditional hanging/projecting signs and trade symbol signs will be encouraged. Projecting
signs should be traditional board signs of minimal width preferably top-hung from a
traditional wrought-iron bracket. Projecting signs should be located at fascia level and
have a maximum dimension of 600mm X 600mm. On no account should the depth of the
projecting sign exceed the depth of fascia.

Colours
In some cases, paint analysis can inform the original colour scheme. Some towns have a
broad range of colours. However, unrestrained application of colour can have a negative
effect. Traditional shopfronts used a limited range of colours that were available at the
time. The selection should be respectful to the architectural style and character of the area
and agreed with North Ayrshire Council’s Planning Service.

Illumination
Internally illuminated box signs are obtrusive and will be discouraged. Instead, subtle
external lighting of high quality should be utilised where illuminated signage is deemed
necessary or illumination by the use of individual, internally illuminated letters.
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Security
Security measures should be an integral part of the design of shopfronts to avoid the
appearance of unsightly burglar alarms and cumbersome shutters. The Council is aware of
the pressures placed on shop owners to have a comprehensive security scheme such as
external roller shutters. However external roller shutter boxes are inappropriate and the
visual impact of these is a major problem within our towns. Alternative security options are
available which do not compromise the appearance of the shopfront. The main traditional
methods of protecting shopfronts include external removable shutters, rising shutters,
roller shutters, storm doors and shop gates. External removable shutters and rising
shutters are rare and almost obsolete. Modern methods include the use of internal or
external grilles.

Roller Shutters
Modern roller shutters tend to be retro fitted onto the fascia, are unsightly and will be
discouraged. Traditional roller shutters formed an integral part of the shopfront and were
constructed of timber with the housing installed within the window soffit or hidden behind
deeper and angled fascias. Where modern metal roller shutters are to be used, the
housing must be concealed and recessed, where technically feasible, and the shutters
installed in an open lattice or brick bond grille arrangement rather than solid metal.
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Storm Doors and Shop Gates
Traditional storm doors could be folded back into an entrance lobby allowing them to
appear as timber panelling and not impede customers. They offer effective protection and
should be retained.
Shop gates were a development in the latter nineteenth century and restricted access to
the lobby area where storm doors were not appropriate. The gates were usually fixed and
were lifted off the fixings and stored in the shop during working hours. Gates can
sometimes be highly decorative and their retention will be encouraged.

Internal Grilles
A solution is to install a form of lattice screen behind reinforced glazing. These are
installed behind the glass of shop windows and doors and usually consist of mesh grilles
or lattice roller shutters. The advantage of internal grilles or shutters is that they can be
sensitively designed in a variety of styles that respect the size and shape of the window.
Internal grilles can also be concealed when not in use.
Another advantage of internal shutters is that they do not require planning permission, as
they do not affect the external appearance of the building. However, Listed Building
Consent may be required. The below image shows an example of sympathetic internal
grilles.

The Cross, Beith
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External Grilles
Externally mounted grilles can be fixed to the outside of windows and doors in runners or
on hooks and padlocked to the window frame to protect the window once the shop is
closed. Grilles should be removed during hours of business and adequate space for their
storage must be provided to prevent clutter. Wire mesh grilles allow goods in the window
to be seen, provide security to the shop window itself and are light and easy to handle.
Removable grilles have the advantage of doing away with the box housing, side rails etc.,
of permanently fixed systems.
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Our contact details
For more information or advice, please contact
Planning Services,
Economic Growth,
North Ayrshire Council
Cunninghame House,
Irvine, KA12 8EE
Tel: 01294 324300

www.north-ayrshire.gov.uk

